ABSTRACT: TiN/TiC Bilayers were grown on 304 stainless steel substrates using physical vapour deposition assisted by pulsed arc plasma system (PAPVD) at two substrate temperatures (50ºC and 150ºC). X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to analyze the chemical composition by observing the behaviour of the Ti2p, N1s and C1s lines. Binding energy analysis confirmed TiN and TiC formation. The C1s and Ti2p peaks shifted with increasing XPS sputtering time, thus revealing hydrocarbides contamination. Furthermore, depth profiles of the TiN/TiC bilayers showed that the films grown at a substrate temperature of 150ºC had a thicker TiN layer than the samples grown at 50ºC. Nitrogen had diffused into the TiC layer and carbon into the TiN layer in both films.
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RESUMEN: se crecieron bicapas de TiN/TiC sobre sustratos de acero inoxidable 304 usando un sistema de deposición física de vapor asistida por plasma en forma de arco pulsado a dos diferentes temperaturas del sustrato (50ºC y 150ºC). Para el análisis de la composición química se empleó la técnica de la espectroscopía de fotoelectrones de rayos X (XPS). Se observó el comportamiento de las líneas Ti2p, N1s y C1s. Los análisis de energía de enlace confirmaron la conformación de TiN y TiC. Los picos C1s y Ti2p sufrieron un corrimiento a medida que se incrementó el tiempo de espurttering, revelando contaminación debido a la presencia de hidrocarburos. Además, los perfiles de profundidad de las bicapas de TiN/TiC mostraron que las películas crecidas a una temperatura de 150º C tienen una capa de TiN más gruesa que las muestras crecidas a 50º C. El nitrógeno se difundió en la capa de TiC y el carbón en la capa de TiN para ambas temperaturas.

PALABRAS CLAVES: PAPVD, XPS, composición química, estequiometría, perfiles de profundidad.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently research on the characteristics of coatings and the technologies used to produce them has been increased. Moreover, new and refined materials and technologies have been produced better combinations of film materials with more advanced designs [1]. Some of the most widely used commercial coatings are Al2O3, TiC, TiN, Ti(C,N), Ti(Al,N), DLC deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and
Titanium, one of the most used elements in coatings, has been deposited in monolayer and multilayer coatings. When used as a monolayer, nitrides and carbides such as TiN, TiC, TiAlN, TiCN have been widely used as hard protective coatings due to their excellent tribological properties - wear resistance, friction coefficient, erosion and oxidation resistance and stability at high temperature, among others [3, 4, 5]. For instance, titanium nitride coatings have been widely employed to harden and protect cutting surfaces in order to improve their lifetime and for decoration because of its metallic gold color [4, 5]. Furthermore, TiN is one of the materials most frequently investigated in multilayers (CN/TiN, TiCN/TiN, TiN/TiC, Ti/TiN), where the TiN layer is usually deposited first because it adheres very firmly to different substrates (e.g. HSS, silicon) [6, 7]. Due to brittleness and its poor adherence of TiC layer, most studies concern about TiN/Ti(C,N)/TiC [8-10], but only a few of studies concern about TiN/TiC multilayer system, in spite of TiC has high hardness as protective coating, excellent wear resistance and good stability, its applications are reduced when it is directly grown on steel as substrate [11, 12], making it necessary to apply an intermediate layer TiN as an intermediate layer and has demonstrated good adhesion on steel substrate [13]. The TiN/TiC multilayer coatings can be deposited by plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition [14], arc ion plating [15], magnetron sputtering [16] and laser ablation [17]. Their wear-resistant properties were improved in comparison to TiN or TiC single layers. However, their insufficient adhesion that is caused by the low process temperature of PVD and by the diffusion of coating metal into the substrate and the grain grown problem that are caused by the thermal process of CVD, restricting their further application [18].

Vacuum arc discharge is a widely used industrial hard coating technique; large droplet-particles are always present in the coatings so that this technique has not been considered suitable for fine coatings such as multilayer films [18]. Nevertheless in previous research, authors of this work introduced heating of the substrate into the arc technique, reporting that the substrate temperature could also diminish the condensation of micro-droplets on the substrate, helping their destruction [19].

In vacuum arc techniques, a high current electrical discharge is generated by conducting electrodes immersed in a vacuum or in a low pressure chamber. The cathode generates an intense metallic plasma jet with ion kinetic energies ranging from 20-100 eV when a reactive gas such as nitrogen or oxygen is present in the chamber. Oxides, nitrides and carbides can be produced [20-22]. On the other hand it is well known that the deposition parameters produce high influence on mechanical, tribological, chemical and other physical properties of coatings [23-25]. For example, it is well known that the composition, structure, and properties of deposited films are greatly affected by deposition temperature [26]. K. Chu et al [27] reported nitrogen-saturated solid solution titanium–aluminium–nitride (Ti,Al)N thin films grown on Si(100) (for concentration and mechanical analyses), and grown on AISI M42 tool steels (for tribological measurement) deposited onto wafers at room temperature by reactive close-field unbalanced magnetron sputtering in an Ar–N₂ gas mixture. The effects of substrate negative bias voltages (Uₜ) on the mechanical and tribological properties of these films have been studied. Recently, Cerio et al [28] reported that the increase of deposition temperature results in the linear decrease of internal stress in TiN films deposited by ionized physical vapor deposition. I. Zergioti et al [29] presented results of TiN and TiB₂ coatings grown by pulsed laser deposition and the substrate temperature ranging from 40 °C to 650 °C, in which their influence in the preferential crystallographic orientation
and morphology was observed. Nevertheless, strong rise in substrates temperature can generate large residual stresses [18, 30], and based on our previous work, we decided to heat the substrates at not very high temperatures. We are encouraged to study the influence of low substrate temperature in TiN/TiC bilayers produced by pulsed vacuum arc discharge.

On the other hand, XRD is the most common technique used to study the properties of the materials and the influence of external parameters. It allows the determination of the crystallographic phases and structure present in the films. However, in the case of dual, multiphase coatings or multilayers containing materials with very similar structure such as TiN and TiC, which have close lattice parameters [31], exact determination of the individual phases by XRD can be ambiguous because of overlapping peaks or peak broadening. In addition, minor phases of atomic molecular dimensions constituting the interface between the grains might not be observed in XRD. Consequently, this technique cannot give a complete characterization of the nitride and carbide coatings. X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been widely used to determine the chemical composition and stoichiometry, because it offers excellent elements selectivity, quantitative character and high surface sensitivity [32]. XPS technique can accurately determine stoichiometry and allows studying the band structure of the transition metal nitrides and carbidnes that have the ability to exist over a wide range of stoichiometries and have many vacancies in their fcc sublattice [33]. The band-structure calculations for transition metal carbidnes and nitrides show that non-metal 2s states (at about 11 eV below the Fermi energy level for the carbidnes and 15 eV below the Fermi energy level for the nitrides) are well separated from the valence-band structure at 5 or 6 eV below the Fermi energy level that results from nonmetal 2p states which are strongly hybridized with metal d states. The density of states (DOS) falls to a minimum corresponding to the competition of the hybridized p-d states having mainly metal d character [34].

Even though there are several reports that present depth profiles of Ti(C, N), TiN, TiC grown by different techniques [35-37], no reports of depth profiles for TiN/TiC bilayers, when they have been grown by the pulsed arc technique, have been submitted. For this reason, we intended to observe diffusion of nitrogen in TiC layer and carbon in TiN layer and compare our results with the existing reports.

The purpose of this paper is to show the capability of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for analyzing TiN/TiC bilayers produced by physical vapor deposition pulsed arc discharge (PVD-PAD) technique. The bilayers were grown at substrate temperature of 50 ºC and 150 ºC, identifying the influence of this parameter in the chemical composition and the stoichiometry. Additionally, depth profiles were carried out to study the chemical behavior of the materials as a function of thickness (sputter time).

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A PAPVD-PAD (plasma assisted physical vapor deposition pulsed arc discharge) was employed to produce the bilayers. The mayor components of the deposition system included a stainless steel reaction chamber with two electrodes (the anode with the samples and a Ti cathode). The vacuum pressure reached by the system in the process was 10⁻⁴ Pa. After that the chamber is filled with nitrogen or methane for producing the TiN or TiC layers, according to the experiment. The discharge was generated by an RLC (R=0.46mΩ, L=2.3 mH, C=0.54 mF) electric circuit. The capacitor bank was charged to an initial voltage by means of a DC power supply. Then it was connected to the coating production system, being charged between the electrodes as a critically damped waveform. Because of the system was at low pressure, an initial pulse of high voltage (20 kV) was necessary. It was provided by the trigger. The discharge had a time of 30 ms approximately. Fig. 1 presents a scheme of the equipment. The system was previously described by the authors [19, 38].
As substrate, 304 stainless steel was chosen, because some authors report good adherence of TiN and TiC on these materials, due to the formation of metallurgical bonding between coatings and substrate [39]. Samples of 304 stainless steel with 1.3 cm diameter and 2 mm in thickness were employed and the deposition rate was 40 µm/s. They were polished and cleaned using acetone and an ultrasonic method. The layers were produced by using a cylindrical Ti cathode with 5 cm diameter and a purity of 99.9999%. The electrodes were placed face to face with a distance between them of 5 mm. To produce TiN coatings the working gas was nitrogen at a pressure of 250 Pa and a 310 V charge voltage was used. Methane at a pressure of 300 Pa and charge voltage discharge of 270 V was used to grow TiC layers. Two values of substrate temperature were used: 50º C and 150º C.

An XPS ESCALAB 250 Thermo VG Scientific XPS/ISS, with hemispherical analyzer argon ion beam and electron beam with a source of aluminum Kα was used for the chemical analysis. The wide scanning spectral range was between -10 and 1200 eV, with steps of 0.5eV and the step for narrow spectra was 0.1. To produce depth profiles, the samples were bombarded using argon ions with energies between 0.5 to 5 keV. Depth profiles were carried out w during 43200 s (12 h) and narrow spectra were taken each hour. A low-energy electron beam (neutralizer) was used to compensate for charging effects when studying the polymer surface. The binding energy scales were adjusted using the C1s line at 284.6 eV.

For the STM characterization, an Autoprobe CP Park Scientific Instruments with probes of silicon and Software ProScan Image Processing was used. To obtain topographic images of the films, it was used the AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) mode, employing an ultralever probe of silicon nitride (Si₃N₄), with a spring constant of 0.16N/m, a scanning speed of 1 HZ, and image resolution of 256 x 256 pixels, in environmental conditions. Using a spring constant of 2.8 N/m it was realized simultaneously AFM.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Ti2p XPS spectrum with the peak fitting of the TiN/TiC bilayer grown at 150 ºC on 304 stainless steel substrate

Figure 3. N1s XPS spectrum with the peak fitting of the TiN/TiC bilayer grown at 150 ºC on 304 stainless steel substrate
Different elements like Ti, C, N and O were observed in the XPS survey spectra. The oxygen was probably associated with contamination produced during the deposition process. Also this contamination could be caused by the environmental contact. Once the spectrum was obtained, Argon ions with an energy of 3 keV and an ion current of 0.5 μA were used to etch the surface for one hour to remove surface contamination. In order to verify the presence of Ti-C and Ti-N bonds, high resolution narrow spectra of Ti, C and N were obtained. The spectral lines were deconvoluted with a combination of Gaussian (70%) and Lorentzian (30%) fits. The peak created by the spin-orbital interaction for Ti2p producing the doublet Ti 2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 can be observed in fig. 2. The literature reports an energy difference of 6 eV between both peaks of Ti2p [40]. The peaks at 454.7 eV and 460.7 eV correspond to Ti-C [41] and the peaks at 456.3 eV and 462.3 eV correspond to Ti-N [42]. Normally metal macro-particles are presented in arc discharges and they could influence the XPS analysis. Nevertheless, no evidence of metallic Ti2p, which are reported at 453.7 eV and 459.7 eV [43] was found, meaning that possibly these micro-particles are not present in the XPS analysis.

In the case of nitrogen, the narrow spectrum of N1s had a peak in 397.13 eV that corresponds to the Ti-N binding energy, as shown in fig. 3 [44]. No other contributions were observed which means that there were no C-N bonds into the material. Similarly, the narrow spectrum of C1s, presented in fig. 4, had two peaks, one at 281.9 eV that corresponds to Ti-C bonds [45] and another at 284.2 eV, corresponding to C-C bonds [46]. There are some reports in the literature about the last peak. Soto [37], X. Ding [47] and Liuhe [48] linked the C-C bonds with the presence of hydrocarbide particles on the film surface.

Possibly they were deposited during the deposition process, because the gas used for growing the TiC films was methane (CH₄). This might have occurred because gas was not fully ionized and dissociated, when the plasma was generated. In addition, some carbon at the film surface could come from contamination when the sample was exposed to the environment.
Fig. 5 presents the evolution of the XPS spectrum of C1s after various etching times. The peak at 285.6 eV (C-C) was shifted toward low energies with increasing etching time, 284.6 eV., possibly because the etching removed the surface contamination, which has different hydrocarbide bonds than those in hydrocarbides produced during the coating growth process, and that are present deeper in the film. This has been reported in the literature where surface contamination is frequently presented as thin oxide layers and hydrocarbide type deposits [49].

For these films, the intensity of the C-C peak decreases much more quickly than it does for the peak at 281.9 eV (Ti-C), supporting the interpretation that a high percent of these bonds are due to contamination. Table 1 shows a summary of the XPS results including the FHWM of each peak.

For the N1s peak presented in fig. 6, it was observed that when the etching time increased, the intensity decreased but did not disappear totally which means that nitrogen diffused into the substrate C-N bonds were not found which was favorable since, in this way, the variational structure of the bilayer was not destroyed [48].
Table 1 summary of the XPS results for the TiN/TiC bilayers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Orbital</th>
<th>Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>FWHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti-N</td>
<td>Ti2p½</td>
<td>462.3</td>
<td>4.85 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti2p¾</td>
<td>456.3</td>
<td>3.21 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C</td>
<td>Ti2p½</td>
<td>460.7</td>
<td>2.53 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti2p¾</td>
<td>454.7</td>
<td>1.98 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-N</td>
<td>N1s</td>
<td>397.1</td>
<td>1.71 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-C</td>
<td>C1s</td>
<td>281.9</td>
<td>1.49 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-C</td>
<td>C1s</td>
<td>284.2</td>
<td>2.97 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several authors have observed no C–N bond in TiN films. For example Liuhe et al. studied arc deposited Ti(C, N) films using a C2H2/N2 mixture but they observed no C–N bonds [48]. Similarly, Lu and Chen observed no C–N bonds after annealing TiN samples in CO2/H2/N2 mixture [50]. Soto used pulsed laser deposition to prepare titanium-based films in N2 + CH4 and CO + N2 atmospheres [40]. Also he didn’t observe any C–N bonds. He found out that nitrogen saturation passivated Ti, and that CH4 molecules were trapped in the film. Some authors have also observed a peak at a binding energy higher than 402 eV. This peak has been assigned to chemically adsorbed nitrogen and has been interpreted as a fraction of N2 released from the oxidation of TiN [51–52]. On the other hand, no shifting has been observed in N1s peak because the TiN coating is not directly exposed to the environment and the process gas is pure nitrogen. Consequently, contamination is less probably than in the TiC coating.

The Ti2p peak shown in fig. 7 did not significantly decrease when the material was etched. During the etching process the difference of energy between Ti 2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2 was maintained at 6 eV. Nevertheless, both peaks were shifted toward higher energies. This happened because the TiC film, which is the layer in contact with the surface, has lower binding energy than the TiN film which is closer to the substrate. One of the most important advantages of the XPS technique is to carry out depth profiles. Depth profiles are presented in fig. 8 and fig. 9 for samples grown at 50 °C, and 150 °C. To convert sputtering times into depth, the sputter rate was determined from the known thickness of the layers and from the time needed to reach the interface. The position of the interface is taken as the depth where the overlayer signal has reached 50% of its maximum value [53]. Fig. 10 shows the thickness of films measured by using SPM technique in AFM mode for coatings produced at 50 °C. Fig 10 (a) presents a scan carried out to the TiN film grown after the sample was masked. The thickness obtained was 0.6 ± 0.03 µm. Fig 10 (b) shows the AFM scan for the TiN/TiC bilayer, presenting a thickness of 1.2 ± 0.07 µm. Results reveal that both TiN and TiC were grown approximately at the same deposition rate. Depth profiles carried out to samples grown at 50 and 150 °C have almost the same sputtering time, meaning that the thicknesses are almost similar. Sputtering rate of the XPS analysis is approximately 4 \times 10^{-5} \text{ µm/s}. Roughness obtained by AFM images was in the order of 0.055 ± 0.03 µm and 0.045 ± 0.02 µm for bilayers grown at 50 and 150 °C respectively. The profiles carried out by AFM scans presented in fig 7 shows that the coatings do not have high roughness compared with other films grown by similar techniques but without heating the substrate [54, 55]. These profiles are not present high uniformities, as those produced by micro-particles.

Strong diffusion between TiN and TiC was observed, especially for the sample grown at 150° C in fig. 9. This indicate that an increase
in the substrate temperature favors the mobility of C in the TiN structure and N in the TiC structure. Possibly this is because of the film porosity, as reported previously [29].

Table 2 Stoichiometry of TiN and TiC Coatings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>TiN</th>
<th>TiC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 °C</td>
<td>TiN$_{0.54}$</td>
<td>TiC$_{1.08}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 °C</td>
<td>TiN$_{2.2}$</td>
<td>TiC$_{0.57}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y. Lee, showed that it was impossible to identify the interface in dielectric bilayers having high diffusion [51]. Depth profiles with similar characteristics have been reported by Kessler et al in coatings of TiN, TiC and TiCN by CVD. In these works, carbon diffusion formed TiC on TiN at moderate and high temperatures [53]. There is a possibility that the coatings also have defects such as porosity, making diffusion easier. According to the binding energy analysis of the bilayer components, TiCN was not formed.

Table 2 shows the stoichiometry of TiN/TiC grown at substrate temperature of 50 °C and 150 °C. The depth profile was averaged to obtain the atomic percent of each element. The TiC coating produced in this experiment at lower temperature is rich in carbon and TiN coating produced at higher temperature is rich in nitrogen.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Ti, C and N were found in TiN/TiC bilayer samples grown at substrate temperatures of 50 °C and 150 °C. After one hour of sputtering, XPS peaks corresponding from oxygen and C-C bonds diminished.

XPS peaks corresponding to Ti-N and Ti-C were observed. Also, C-C bonds were found, possibly due to the formation of hydrocarbides attributed to contamination and because the methane gas employed to grow TiC.

Considerable inter-layer diffusion was observed, making it difficult to pinpoint the interface between both TiN and TiC coatings. Increasing substrate temperature favors the mobility of C in the TiN structure and N in the TiC structure. TiC was rich in carbon TiC at 50 °C and TiN rich in nitrogen at 150 °C.
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